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Agenda

1. Scribe, Blue Sheet, Agenda Bashing

2. Overall Status Update
   2a. Working Group Status
   2b. Status of Advice docs
   2c. 3536bis and EAI

3. Review of base documents, relationships, brief report on consensus conclusion, and discussion of how the WG is going to assure consistency of content and definition.

4. Review of issues with each base document, focusing on outstanding issues.
   4a. Review of SMTP-bis (draft-ietf-eai-rfc5336bis-08)
   4b. Review of Header-bis (draft-ietf-eai-rfc5335bis-10)
   4c. Review of DSN-bis (draft-ietf-eai-rfc5337bis-01)

Likely completion targets
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5. POP, IMAP, Downgrade display
   draft-ietf-eai-rfc5721bis-00
   draft-ietf-eai-5378bis-00
   draft-ietf-eai-popimap-downgrade
   Likely completion targets

6. Status update of MailTo - draft-duerst-eai-mailto-00

7. Status update of PKIX-EAI - draft-ietf-pkix-eai-addresses-00

8. Any Other Business

9. Wrap up and Adjourn
1. Scribe, Blue Sheet, Agenda Bashing
2. Overall Status Update

2a. Working Group Status
   - Reiterate focus and priority
   - Core docs first (at least in RFC Editor ed) before any work on other docs
     - Highest priority: RFC5336bis, RFC5335bis, RFC5337bis
     - Next highest priority: RFC5721bis, RFC5378bis, popimap-downgrade

2b. Status of Advice docs
   - new milestones for all advice docs, due to push back of core drafts
   - no new advice docs and revision to be accepted until after core docs
   - after core docs complete, may recharter to work on these docs

2c. 3536bis and EAI
   - a new draft on terminologies related to Internationalization
     (draft-hoffman-rfc3536bis, now at -01)
   - editors and WG should review it and adopt it where possible
   - Expected Last Call of 3536bis: Mid April 2011 (ref: App Area WG)
3. Review of base documents, relationships, brief report on consensus conclusion, discussion of how the WG is going to assure consistency of content and definition, and discussion of likely completion schedule.

- consensus report
  - Adopt parameter for MAIL FROM
  - Adopt parameter for EXPR/VRFY
  - No new terms for UTF-8, ASCII, non-ASCII (see draft-hoffman-rfc3536bis if that is useful)
  - Keep message/global and nested encoding
  - Adopt new ABNF proposed by Dave Crocker and revise from there
  - (more details on new ABNF later)
4. Review of issues with each base document, focusing on outstanding issues.

4a. Review of SMTP-bis (draft-ietf-eai-rfc5336bis-08)

4b. Review of Header-bis (draft-ietf-eai-rfc5335bis-10)

4c. Review of DSN-bis (draft-ietf-eai-rfc5337bis-01)

Likely completion targets
5. POP, IMAP, Downgrade display

draft-ietf-eai/rfc5721bis-00
draft-ietf-eai-5378bis-00
draft-ietf-eai-popimap-downgrade

Likely completion targets
6. Status update of MailTo - draft-duerst-eai-mailto-00

7. Status update of PKIX-EAI – draft-ietf-pkix-eai-addresses-00
   • Presentation: Alexey Melnikov
8. Any Other Business
9. Wrap up and Adjourn